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• Cloud computing
- Novel computing paradigm
- Cloud service provisioning models: IaaS, PaaS, SaaS
- VMs that can be easily allocated and deallocated
- Elasticity, flexibility, seemingly infinity of resources, etc.

• Broker: intermediary entity between cloud providers and users 
- Finding the best deal
- ‘Cloudifying’ applications

• New business model for cloud
- Book reserved instances (RI) on a number of cloud providers

‣ Low investment

- Sublet them to its customer as on-demand resources
‣ 20% cheaper than the price cloud providers offer

- Overloaded situations: cloud bursting

Motivations
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Contributions

• Definition of the novel business model

• Formulation of the optimization problem that arises

• Resolution of the problem with 8 heuristics

• Generation of a novel benchmark
- 400 instances
- Diverse workloads and scenarios
- Real pricing data (AWS and Azure)
- Available: http://www.fing.edu.uy/inco/grupos/cecal/hpc/VMMP
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The VMMP Problem

• Allocate all customers VMs requests into the available RIs
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The VMMP Problem
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Profit

Cost of deadline violations handling

2 The Virtual Machine Mapping Problem

We consider that the broker owns a number of pre-booked VMs (that we call
reserved instances—RI) on one or more cloud providers, and that it receives a set
of VM requests from its customers, all of them having specific hardware demands
and execution deadline. The Virtual Machine Mapping Problem (VMMP) is
to assign all VM requests to the available RIs such that the broker’s profit is
maximized. In case some user requests cannot be handled with the available RIs,
the broker must book on-demand VMs in the cloud for them to keep a high QoS,
with the resultant profit reduction. The VMMP is formalized next. Given:

– A set of virtual machine requests VM = {v1, . . . , vn}, each one to be exe-
cuted for a given time T (vi), as it is normally considered in cloud systems.

– Each VM has specific hardware demands, including processor speed P (vi),
memory M(vi), storage S(vi), and number of cores nc(vi).

– Virtual machine requests arrive in batches (i.e., hourly, diary). Arrival times
Ai follow a stochastic homogeneous Poisson process with parameter !.

– The execution of any VM must start before its deadline D(vi).
– A set of cloud resource instances pre-booked by the broker B = {b1, . . . , bm},

m ! n, with specific features including processor speed P (bj), memory
M(bj), and storage S(bj), according to a predefined list of instance types.

– A cost function C for pre-booked cloud resource instances, and a cost func-
tion COD for on-demand instances, with C(bj) ! COD(bj). Both cost func-
tions are given in an hourly basis.

– A pricing function p(bj) that defines the price the broker charges to the
customers per hour for the RI bj . In order to attract customers, the broker
should charge for a VM bj a lower cost than the on-demand pricing for that
VM, i.e., p(bj) < COD(bj). Moreover, if the cheapest o!ered RI that can
allocate a request vi by the user, for instance bk, is not available, the broker
can assign the request to another RI of higher capacity, but charging the
same amount as for bk. This will decrease the profit, but it will prevent the
broker from loosing customers, who at the same time will benefit from the
better performance o!ered.

The VMMP consists in finding a mapping function f : VM " B for the VM
requests in the available RIs that maximizes the broker profit, according to the
following optimization problem (ST (vi) is the starting time of vi, based on f):

max
j=m
!

j=1

"

#

!

i:f(vi)=bj

(p(BF (vi))! C(bj))" T (vi)

$

%+

!

h:ST (vh)>D(vh)

(p(BF (vh))! COD(BF (vh)))" T (vh)

subject to M(vi) # M(bj) P (vi) # P (bj)

S(vi) # S(bj), nc(vi) # nc(bj)

where the BF (vk) function gives the less expensive instance

capable of executing the request vk

(1)
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List Scheduling Algorithms

• Best fit resource (BFR): assigns every VM to its most suitable RI

• Earliest finish time (EFT):  VMs that finish earlier first

• Lower gap first (LGF):  VMs with tightest deadlines first

• Shortest task first (STF): VMs with shortest execution time first

• Earliest deadline first (EDF): VMs with earliest deadlines first 
(arrival time is not taken into account)

• Cheapest instance (CI):  VMs are assigned to the cheapest RI 
that can execute it, in a FIFO

• Max profit (MaxP):  VMs that provide higher profit first

• Shortest request to cheapest instance (SRCI): Shortest VMs are 
first assigned to the cheapest instance that can execute them
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Experiments

• 20 workload files (information on VMs request)
- Batches of  50, 100, 200, and 400 VMs

• 20 scenario files (information on available RIs)
- 10, 20, 30, and 50 RIs (AWS and Azure data)

• 8 different kinds of  VMs

• Available online

• Pricing: 20% cheaper than the cloud provider price
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5.1 Problem instances

In this work, we developed a set of VMMP instances by following a specific
methodology and using real data gathered from public reports, webpages, and
nowadays real cloud infrastructures.

The problem instances are defined by a workload file and a scenario file,
with the information about VM requests and RIs, respectively. Each workload
defines the requirements for a batch of VM requests, including: memory and
storage needed, processor speed required, and number of cores requested. Each
scenario file describes the features for the set of RI already pre-booked by the
broker, including: available memory, available storage, processor speed, number
of cores, and the cost (both pre-booked and on-demand) and pricing values.

A total number of 400 problem instances are solved in the experimental
analysis, by combining workloads and scenarios with diverse characteristics. We
consider batches of 50, 100, 200, and 400 VM requests with di!erent durations
(ranging from 10 to 200 time units), arriving according to a Poisson process. The
considered scenarios built a pre-booked cloud computing infrastructure with 10,
20, 30, and 50 RIs for the broker, by combining VMs from both Amazon and
Azure cloud computing services, according to the details presented in Table 1
(price and costs are in US dollars, all configuration and prices are updated as
for May, 2013). The VMs selected account for di!erent configurations, including
small and average machines (#1 to #3), large machines (#4 and #6), and
instances with large memory, CPU and/or storage (#5, #7 and #8).

Regarding the pricing function, we consider in this work that it is 20% cheaper
than the cost on demand price (i.e. p(bj) = 0.8 !COD(bj)). This is a reasonable
value for attracting users to the service, while obtaining reasonable profit values.

The VMMP instances generated are available for downloading from
http://www.fing.edu.uy/inco/grupos/cecal/hpc/VMMP.

Table 1. VMs considered to built the broker pre-booked cloud infrastructure

# VM id provider memory storage proc. nc price C COD
1 m1.small Amazon 1.7 GB 160 GB 1.0 GHz 1 0.048 0.027 0.06
2 m1.medium Amazon 3.75 GB 410 GB 2.0 GHz 2 0.096 0.054 0.12
3 A2.medium Azure 3.5 GB 489 GB 1.6 GHz 2 0.096 0.09 0.12
4 m1.large Amazon 7.5 GB 850 GB 2.0 GHz 4 0.192 0.108 0.24
5 m2.xlarge Amazon 17.1 GB 420 GB 3.25 GHz 2 0.192 0.136 0.24
6 A3.large Azure 7.0 GB 999 GB 1.6 GHz 4 0.328 0.18 0.41
7 c1.xlarge Amazon 7.0 GB 1690 GB 2.5 GHz 8 0.384 0.316 0.48
8 A4.xlarge Azure 14.0 GB 2039 GB 1.6 GHz 8 0.464 0.36 0.58

5.2 Development and execution platform

The proposed heuristics were implemented in C, using stdlib and GNU gcc.
The experiments were performed on a Xeon E5430, 2.66 GHz, 8GB RAM, and
CentOS Linux 5.2 from Cluster FING (http://www.fing.edu.uy/cluster).
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Results: Broker Profit

• Friedman test
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5.3 Experimental results

We present in this section the results obtained during our experi-
mentation, summarized by instance size. The complete tables of re-
sults for each one of the 400 VMMP instances solved are available at
http://www.fing.edu.uy/inco/grupos/cecal/hpc/VMMP.

Table 2 reports the average relative ranking (over all problem instances for
every batch dimension) for each heuristic according to the profit objective, de-
fined by Eq. 1. This rank was computed using the non-parametric Friedman
statistical test. In the table, the rank of a given heuristic means its position (in
average) when sorting the eight heuristics regarding the profit value. The last
rows of the table report the !2 and the p-values for the Friedman test in each
case. We test if the p-values are less than 10!3, in order to state that there
exists enough evidence to conclude that the results distributions di!er in their
true medium profit values for the studied heuristics, with 99% confidence.

Table 2. Mean ranks computed using the Friedman statistical test for the studied
heuristics, regarding the profit objective results

batch dimension (n)
overall

50 100 200 400

h
e
u
ri

st
ic

BFR 5.35 6.34 6.50 7.59 6.44
EFT 6.61 5.81 5.25 4.26 5.48
LGF 6.76 6.44 5.82 5.47 6.12
STF 2.99 3.36 3.77 4.20 3.58
EDF 6.41 6.19 6.03 5.33 5.99
CI 3.17 3.56 3.61 4.21 3.64
SRCI 1.71 1.16 1.10 1.41 1.34
MaxP 3.02 3.14 3.92 3.54 3.41

!2 474.08 384.74 364.45 365.20 1497.30
p-value < 10!3 < 10!3 < 10!3 < 10!3 < 10!3

Table 2 shows that SRCI is consistently the heuristic providing the highest
benefit to the broker: it got the lowest average rank for every batch dimension.
We can see that, aside SRCI, the heuristics that target the profit optimization
(namely, CI and MaxP) are generally outperformed by STF in all problem sizes.
Both SRCI and STF assign first the shortest tasks, which arises as an appropriate
policy. Finally, EDF, EFT, LGF, and BFR performed the worst in all cases.

The profit results are reported in Table 3. The GAP metric is the relative
di!erence between the profit computed using each heuristic and the best result
for each problem instance. Row #1 indicates how many times the corresponding
heuristic performed the best (i.e., the number one) regarding the profit value.

Some heuristics report negative profit values for several of the tested in-
stances. Particularly, this happens for those instances with a high ratio between
the VM requests and the available RIs, for which the available RIs are not enough
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Results: Violated Requests
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Conclusions & Future Work
• Novel cloud brokering model

- Reserved nodes are sublet in an on-demand basis

- Profitable: large difference between on-demand and reserved VMs 
cost

• VMMP: novel problem to plan the resources utilization

- VMs requests must be mapped into RIs, maximizing profit

- Constraint violations imply profit reduction

• Eight heuristics to solve the problem

- SRCI outperformed the others

• Future work

- Use of metaheuristics

- Consider nesting technology

- Development techniques for accurately managing the number and 
kind of RIs 18



Thank you.
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